MEN’S

GARMENTS
VENTED

ROGUE
HERITAGE

SS21
DENTON LEATHER JACKET, BLACK
A contemporary black diagonal zipper leather riding jacket with
padded, stitched details on the sleeves and shoulders. Ventilation
zips on sleeves and back keep you cool in warm weather and a
removable quilted liner keeps you warm on cool days.
FEATURES
0.9-1.0mm leather shell
Fixed lining- airmesh
Removable liner- quilted vest
2 exterior & 1 interior pocket
Snap cuffs
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation
2016/425 FprEN 17092-4:2019
S-3XL

VENTED

ROGUE
HERITAGE

TALL SIZES

2860653

LARGE SIZES

BECKMAN JACKET, BLACK
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

A timeless leather riding jacket in jet black leather. The self
colored stripes and angular panel lines are modern and
masculine. Hidden vents help with airflow on warm days and a
removable quilted liner offers insulation on cooler rides.
FEATURES
1.0-1.2mm leather shell
Fixed lining- airmesh
Removable liner- quilted vest
Hidden ventilation panels on arms & back
2 exterior & 1 interior pocket
Side adjust zippers & snap wrist cuffs
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation
2016/425 prEN 17092-4:2018
S-5XL, XLT-3XLT
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable CE protectors in
shoulders and elbows
(EN 1621-1:2012); action back;
embossed logo on front hem;
embossed branding on back.
Exterior snap down button lets
you style it as a lapel collar

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable CE protectors in
shoulders & elbows (EN 16211:2012); action back; antique
brass zippers; reflective piping on
back; embroidered logo on front;
applique & embroidered branding
on back; snap down collar

2869635
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MEN’S

GARMENTS

SS21

HERITAGE

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

A modern classic brown leather riding jacket. Ventilation zips on
sleeves and back to keep cool in warmer temperatures. This jacket
has protectors that are lightweight, slim, very flexible and highly
protective, making them feel invisible when worn. Contrast suede
and embroidery Indian Motorcycle branding on back body panel.
FEATURES
0.9-1.0mm thick leather shell
Fixed lining
Removable liner- quilted vest
4 exterior & 1 interior pocket
Snap cuffs
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation
2016/425 FprEN 17092-4:2019
XS-3XL

CASUAL

VENTED

HERITAGE

LARGE SIZES

GETAWAY JACKET, BROWN

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable slim, lightweight &
flexible protectors to shoulders &
elbows (EN1621-1:2012)

This black leather vest is a modern classic. It
features secure chest pockets with flaps and
zip adjustable sides.
FEATURES
0.9-1.0mm thick leather shell
Fixed lining
4 exterior & 1 interior pocket
Zip side expansion panels
V-Twin Fit
2868674

2860501

LARGE SIZES

HERITAGE

CLASSIC JACKET 2, BROWN
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

A true Indian Motorcycle classic. This timeless style
jacket features a slightly worn dark brown leather.
Snap down collar stops any flapping when riding.
The jacket features a removable quilted plaid liner
for cooler days.
FEATURES
Fixed lining - plaid
Removable liner - quilted plaid vest
2 exterior pockets, 1 chest & 1 interior
pocket
Zippered side expansion panels; snap cuffs
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation 2016/425 EN
17092-4:2020

CASUAL

HERITAGE

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

S-5XL

LARGE SIZES

S-5XL

OUTSIDER VEST, BLACK

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE VEST 2, BLACK
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

This black leather vest with laced side seams
is a traditional staple for the cruiser rider.
The laces can be adjusted to allow expansion
where needed. The logos are a combination of
embroidery and leather applique.
FEATURES
1.0-1.2mm thick dull leather shell
Fixed lining
2 exterior & 1 interior pocket
Lace up sides
V-Twin Fit

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable slim, lightweight
and flexible protectors
in shoulders and elbows
(EN1621-1:2012): action back

S-5XL

2863711

2860828

RETRO OPEN FACE HELMET
PAGE 28
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GOLD AVIATOR SUNGLASSES
PAGE 74
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MEN’S

GARMENTS

SS21

MESH

HERITAGE

TALL SIZES

LARGE SIZES

LIGHTWEIGHT MESH 2 JACKET, BLACK
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

A fresh update on the popular Lightweight Mesh Riding
Jacket. Bold branding on the front body panels. Full mesh
construction offers maximum airflow for the warmest
days with contrast panels on sleeves and side body. A
removable lightweight windproof liner offers insulation
on cool mornings.
FEATURES
Fixed lining- airmesh
Windproof removable liner- long sleeve
2 exterior & 1 interior pocket
Snap cuff & hem adjuster
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation
2016/425 FprEN 17092-4:2019

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable slim, lightweight &
flexible protectors to shoulders &
elbows (EN1621-1:2012); reflective
piping on shoulder and center
back neck

MESH

ROGUE
HERITAGE

XS-5XL, XLT-3XLT 2860502

NEW
TOBIN MESH JACKET, BLACK
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

A modern and masculine mesh riding jacket combined with
leather detailing. The embossed logos on chest, sleeve a back
make the design lightweight and easy to wear. The mesh panels
allow maximum air flow. A removable lightweight windproof liner
offers insulation when temperature drop.
FEATURES
Fixed lining - airmesh
Windproof removable liner - long sleeve
2 exterior pockets & 1 interior pocket
Cuff & hem adjuster
Reflective piping on sleeves & back
Powerstretch action back
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation 2016/425 EN
17092-4:2020

This is a lightweight iconic Indian Motorcycle mesh riding jacket. It
has a branded TPR patch on chest, USA flag embroidered patch on
sleeve and bold embroidery at back. Contrast leather straps and
quilted panels create a true heritage look. The mesh panels allow
maximum air flow and removable lightweight windproof liner offers
insulation when temperature drops.
FEATURES
Fixed lining - airmesh
Windproof removable liner - long sleeve
2 exterior pockets & 1 interior pocket
Snap cuffs & hem adjuster
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation 2016/425 EN
17092-4:2020
S-3XL
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable slim, lightweight and
flexible protectors in shoulders and
elbows (EN1621-1:2012); action back

MOTO

NEW
ARLINGTON MESH JACKET, BLACK

MESH

MESH

HERITAGE

S-3XL

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable slim, lightweight and
flexible protectors in shoulders and
elbows (EN1621-1:2012)

2861402

ARIZONA MESH JACKET, BLUE
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

A lightweight Mesh Riding Jacket. The mesh panels
allow maximum air flow and the removable lightweight
windproof liner offers insulation when temperatures drop.
Intricate combined leather and embroidery logo on back.
FEATURES
Fixed lining- airmesh
Windproof removable liner- long sleeve
2 exterior & 2 interior pockets
Snap cuff & hem adjuster
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation
2016/425 FprEN 17092-4:2019
XS-3XL

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable CE protectors
in shoulders and elbows
(EN 1621-1:2012); action
back; embossed headdress
patch on chest; embossed
branding on back

2860654

2861400
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MEN’S

GARMENTS

FEATURES
Fixed lining- airmesh
Removable liner- quilted vest
2 exterior & 1 interior pocket
Snap cuffs
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation
2016/425 prEN 17092-4:2018

OPEN FACE HELMETMATT STRIPE
PAGE 30

WATER REPELLENT

ROGUE
HERITAGE

XS-3XL

ATLANTA JACKET, BLACK
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

An on trend denim jacket that features water resistant fabric and
zips. This jacket has protectors that are lightweight, slim, very flexible
and highly protective, making them feel almost invisible when worn.
It makes the jacket very comfortable, with a slimmer profile shoulder
and elbow, but still provides the level of protection as other CE
certified protectors.
FEATURES
Unlined, seam sealed
4 exterior pockets
Side adjustment zips; snap cuffs
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation
2016/425 FprEN 17092-4:2018
XS-3XL
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2869638

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable CE protectors in
shoulders & elbows (EN 16211:2012); action back; snap down
collar; contrast stripe detailing
across sleeves; adjustable side
tabs; embroidered & applique
branding on front; American flag
patch on left sleeve, Motor Oil
patch on right sleeve

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable CE protectors in shoulders
and elbows (EN 1621-1:2012); water
resistant zippers; snap collar; woven
patch at back neck

ROGUE
HERITAGE

A racing inspired jacket featuring colored panels and a
removable quilted liner to keep the wearer warm and dry.

VENTED

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

NEW
HAYDON TEXTILE JACKET, BLACK
Styled like an overshirt but developed for riding, this jacket has a sleeveless
quilted liner that can be taken out and used on its own on hot days. A new
clean looking pocket closing has been used with invisible magnetic snaps.
FEATURES
Fixed lining - airmesh
Windproof removable liner - sleeveless
4 exterior pockets & 1 interior pocket
Snap cuffs & side adjustment zips
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation 2016/425 EN
17092-4:2020; action back
S-3XL

ROGUE
HERITAGE

FLAT TRACK JACKET, BLACK

DRY WAXED COTTON

VENTED

HERITAGE

SS21

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable slim, lightweight and flexible
protectors in shoulders and elbows
(EN1621-1:2012)

2861403

MONTANA JACKET, GRAY
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

This is a lightweight waxed textile riding jacket. Contrast leather details on
shoulder and sleeves. Ventilation zips on front and back seam yoke to keep cool
in warmer temperatures and a removable padded liner for cooler days.
FEATURES
Fixed lining- airmesh
Removable liner- quilted vest
2 exterior & 1 interior pocket
Adjustable wait tabs & snap cuffs
V-Twin Fit
CE certified; EU Regulation
2016/425 FprEN 17092-4:2019
S-3XL

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Removable CE protectors in shoulders and
elbows EN 1621-1:2012); snap fastened
collar; embroidered logo on chest;
embroidered branding patch on back.

2860656

2869726
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MEN’S

GARMENTS

SS21

CASUAL

ROGUE
HERITAGE

LARGE SIZES

BOMBER JACKET, BLACK

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW. FINAL SEASON
This is a lightweight casual jacket with
large branding on the back.
FEATURES
Fixed lining
3 exterior & 2 interior pockets
Rib knit collar, cuffs & hem
Snap close waist pockets
V-Twin Fit
S-5XL

2867631

1901 V2 JACKET, BLACK
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

A lightweight casual jacket with bold Indian Motorcycle
branding. Retro chest and sleeves stripes give a polished
vintage look.

ROGUE
HERITAGE

TALL SIZES

FEATURES
Fixed lining- airmesh
2 exterior & 2 interior pockets
Snap cuffs
V-Twin Fit
XS-5XL

CASUAL

CASUAL

HERITAGE

LARGE SIZES

2860957

LARGE SIZES

SOFTSHELL CASUAL JACKET, BLACK
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

A casual hooded softshell jacket with
fleece interior, offers warmth and wind
resistance on cooler days.
FEATURES
Unlined
3 exterior pockets
Hood
Reflective trim on hood and chest zipper
V-Twin Fit
XS-5XL, XLT-3XLT 2869741

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

A two piece jacket and pant rainsuit constructed of waterproof
and breathable nylon. Every seam is taped to ensure you stay
dry in the rain. Designed to be worn over your leathers, this is a
large fit. The pant has removable suspenders.
FEATURES
Fixed lining- airmesh
1 interior pocket
Adjustable Velcro® cuffs & waist;
stirrups; full length Velcro® on front
opening to reinforce zip closure
V-Twin Fit

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
100% waterproof & breathable;
reflective piping; removable
suspenders; stows into self storage
bag attached to jacket lining;
branding on the front, legs & back

MOTO

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE
COLOR BLOCK RAINSUIT - UNISEX, BLACK

XS-5XL
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FINAL SEASON

CASUAL

WATERPROOF

HERITAGE

LARGE SIZES

BURT JACKET, GRAY

AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW
A casual twill weave jacket with
quilted lining and large Indian
Motorcycle branding on back.
FEATURES
Fixed lining
4 exterior pockets
V-Twin Fit
XS-3XL

2860509

2867447
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MEN’S

GARMENTS

With modern styling, this vest is great for
layering over a tee when the weather cools.
FEATURES
Fixed lining - airmesh
4 exterior pockets & 1 interior pocket
V-Twin Fit
S-3XL

ROGUE
HERITAGE

NEW
HAYDON VEST, BLACK

CASUAL

CASUAL

ROGUE
HERITAGE

SS21

2861404

THERMO UNDERVEST, BLACK
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW

Layering up is the key to a warm core. This lightweight
vest can be worn under a jacket or on its own.
FEATURES
Fixed lining
100% nylon with 100% polyester filling
Two zip hand warmer pockets
Zip chest pocket

S-3XL
2869742

CASUAL

ROGUE
HERITAGE

LARGE SIZES

HIGH PROFILE FELT PATCH HAT
PAGE 82
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HUDSON VEST, BLACK
This is a fleece lined casual vest with
side zips. A great layering piece for
cooler days.
FEATURES
2 exterior pockets
Side zip vent adjustment
V-Twin Fit
S-5XL

2860657
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